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1. INTRODUCTION 
Infinite loop spaces are fundamental objects of study in homotopy theory, due to the fact 
that they are in one-to-one correspondence with connective cohomology theories. They are 
especially useful in understanding the relationship between stable and unstable information. 
The Main Theorem of this paper translates unstable information (lack of torsion in the 
homology of an infinite loop space) into a stable result (lack of torsion in the stable 
homotopy of the corresponding omega spectrum). 
THEOREM 1.1. Suppose X is an infinite loop space and p is an odd prime. If the 
integral homology of X is p-torsion free, then the homotopy groups of X are also p-torsion 
f ree. 
A related result due to Wilson [7] completely classifies H-spaces whose homology and 
homotopy are both p-torsion free. Theorem 1.1 can be used together with Wilson’s results 
to completely classify all infinite loop spaces with p-torsion-free homology. 
Wilson’s result can be summarized as follows. For each prime p and each non-negative 
integer n there is a unique (n - 1)-connected atomic H-space, denoted B(n, p), whose 
homology and homotopy are free of p-torsion. We call B(n, p) a Wilson space of type (n, p). 
Wilson proved that every finite-type CW H-space with p-torsion free homology and 
homotopy must be (p-locally) a product of these spaces. It also happens to be the case that 
B(n, p) is an infinite loop space for every n and p. The following Corollary of Theorem 1.1 is 
now immediate, given Wilson’s classification. 
COROLLARY 1.2. Suppose X is an infinite loop space and p is an odd prime. If the integral 
homology of X is p-torsion free, then X is (p-locally) homotopy equivalent to a product of 
Wilson spaces. 
Note that the problem of computing which Wilson spaces appear in the decomposition 
above is completely determined by the rational Poincare series of X. Hence, the p-local 
homotopy type of an infinite loop space with torsion-free homology is determined by its 
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rational homology. Note also that the assumption that X is an infinite loop space is 
important. For example, if we only assume that X is an H-space, or a single loop space, then 
there are simple counterexamples to Theorem 1.1. For example, every odd dimensional 
sphere localized at an odd prime is an H-space with torsion-free homology. The loop space 
of an odd sphere also has torsion-free homology. These spaces have lots of torsion in their 
homotopy. 
It is also very interesting to note that Theorem 1.1 is false if the hypothesis that the prime 
is odd is dropped. Simple counterexamples exist, most notably certain spaces in the omega 
spectrum of bo, the real connective K-theory spectrum. For example, the infinite loop space 
BSp has 2-torsion free homology, but has torsion of order 2 in its homotopy. It is an 
interesting problem to consider which infinite loop spaces have 2-torsion-free homology, 
and what limits that assumption puts on the torsion in homotopy. The author plans to 
address these questions in future work. 
The breakdown of the papers is as follows. In Section 2, some necessary technical 
background material from the author’s previous papers [2,3] is summarized. Section 3 
is then comprised of the proof of Theorem 1.1. Throughout the paper we shall assume 
all of our spaces to be based and compactly generated and such that (X,*) is an NDR 
pair. We shall also assume that H*(X; Z(,,) has finite type. The letter p will be reserved to 
denote an arbitrary odd prime number. All homology and cohomology is taken to be 
reduced. 
2. BACKGROUND MATERIAL 
One of the basic techniques in the proof of Theorem 1.1 is the use of the higher projective 
planes defined in [3]. The main idea behind these constructions is that they geometrically 
encode the primary delooping information for X, that is, the part of the infinite loop-space 
structure of X which determines the Dyer-Lashof operations on H,(X;Z/p). The Main 
Theorem of [2] is then used to give an explicit relationship between the Steenrod operations 
in the modp cohomology of the spectrum PPX of projective planes, and the Dyer-Lashof 
operations in the modp homology of X. 
More explicitly, let C,,,X denote the pth filtration of the May-Milgram [4] construc- 
tion C ,_,X which approximates R”E”X. The subscripts of C,,,X correspond to filtra- 
tions by the dimension, and number of “little cubes”, respectively. Recall that the first 
filtration C,,rX of C,,, X is homotopy equivalent o X. The quotient C,,,X/C,,lX is 
denoted by e,,,X. An infinite loop space comes equipped with a structure map 
C,,,X + X which extends the homotopy equivalence C,, 1 X 2 X. Conversely, if X has such 
a structure map (just enough to define mod p Dyer-Lashof operations), then X is called an 
&‘-space (a weaker criterion than being an infinite loop space). In [3], the structure map is 
used to construct a related map h : E:” c _X + Ec”X, which can be defined only stably in 
general. This is what we call the higher Hopf construction. The spectrum PpX is then 
defined to be the cofiber of h. One of the main results of [3] is that PP may be made into 
a functor from an appropriate category of H,“-spaces to the homotopy category of spectra, 
and that Pp is left adjoint to the zero space functor R” in this setting. PpX should be thought 
of as a partial infinite delooping of X. Hence, the cohomology of PpX will be a reflection of 
the cohomology of the deloopings of X. 
The spectrum PpX comes equipped with a very useful filtration in the following manner. 
The usual filtration of sZ”x:“X 
x 4 QCX -+ wc2x + ... +fPc”x (1) 
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is modeled by a corresponding filtration of C,,, X 
X -+ Ci,,X + c2&x + ... * c,,,x. (2) 
Restricting this to the pth filtrations of these models and then passing to the quotient of each 
by the first filtration gives 
* + z;i,,x + &x + ... -+ z;,,,x. (3) 
This in turn gives rise to a filtration of the Hopf construction, and hence of PpX 
C”X + ~-‘~,“P;x -+ c-+V,2x + ... + PpX. (4) 
We then filter H*(P,X;Z/p) by the formula 
Fk+’ = ker{H*(P,X;Z/p) + H*(C-‘TCmP~X;Z/p)}. (5) 
The cohomological results needed from [2] are best stated in terms of the basic 
cofibration sequence 
(6) 
The modp cohomology of e,,pX is computed in [l], and summarized in [2]. It is an 
algebraic functor of the modp cohomology of X. Specifically, given an element 
x E H*(X;Z/p), there are functorially defined elements Q(._ lJ(p_l)_E x E H*(e,,,X;Z/p) 
(E E {O, l}) which are related to the Dyer-Lashof operations of the same lower indices. These 
elements are also related to the Steenrod operations in H*(P,X;Z/p) by the following 
Theorem, which is one of the main results of [2]. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let n = 2s + 1 - 6for some 6 E (0, l} and s > 6. ZfX E Hzq+‘(P,X; Z/p,, 
and s > 0, then 
8q+s~ = u1 ~j*(~~Q~n_l,~_l,_l~) modF”+’ 
/&?q+s~= ~~.j*(c?‘Q,~_~,,_i,x) modF”+’ 
where i*f = C~X dejines x E H2q’6(X;Z/p), and ul, u2 are units in Z/p. 
(7) 
The utility of Theorem 2.1 is in the relationship between the cohomology elements 
&_ i)@_ l)_Ex (external operations) and the Dyer-Lashof (internal) operations on 
H, (X; Z/p). What we will need can be summarized by saying that the triviality of 
pq+‘X (and hence of /19q’“X) modulo F”+ 1 will imply the nontriviality of the Dyer-Lashof 
operations Qc- I)(~- I)- Iand Qcn--l)(p- 1) on H,(X;Z/p), since the map h can be used to 
define homology operations. Roughly speaking, an element dual to x will have a nontrivial 
action of each of these operations on it. The fact that BQc _ l)@-l) = Qcn-ljb-lj-l(hereBis 
the homology Bockstein operation) will then imply that X has p-torsion in its homology if 
94+SX = ()m 0 . dF”+’ 
If x is defined as in Theorem 2.1 by the formula i*X = cf”x, then by exactness, 
h*(o”x) = 0. In this case we call the element x E H*(X; Z/p) H,“-primitive. It is an 
elementary fact that the subalgebra of H* (X; Z/p) generated by the H,“-primitive elements 
is also a sub-Hopf algebra, since it is primitively generated. 
At this point, a few results about the Steenrod algebra action on H*(l?,,pX; Z/p) are 
needed. The main tool here is the Nishida relations. Let 6 E (0, l} and define a function 3, by 
n(2j + 6) = 6. 
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PROPOSITION 2.2. The following formulas holdfor every element x E Hq(X; Z/p) and every 
r > 0: 
(i) BkQ,x = u1 . Cd21 + (P - lk?P - 4 
k-pi 
Q,+2~_l~~k_pi~~iX 
[r/2] + (p - l)(q/2 - i) - 1 
k-pi-l > 
Q” 
r+2(p-l)(k-pi)-pbyiX 
(ii) BQ” zr- IX = ~3 . Qzrx 
where ul, u2, u3 E Z/p are units. 
Let M, denote the subspace of H*(C co,PX; Z/p) generated by the dual external Pon- 
tryagin product elements, let M, and M_ denote the vector spaces generated by elements 
of the form &_ l)(p-l)z and Qcn-l)(p-l)-l z, respectively, where n > 1 and z E H*(X; Z/p). 
For any space X the vector space M, is closed under the action of the Steenrod algebra. 
Though the vector spaces M, and M_ are not closed under the action of the full Steenrod 
algebra, the condition that H*(X; Z,,,) is torsion free can be combined with the Nishida 
relations to show that M + and M _ are closed under the action of the subalgebra generated 
by the reduced power operations. In other words, there can be no crossing from M, and 
M_, or vice versa, without the presence of Bockstein operations. 
3. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
The proof is similar in principle to the proof of the Main Theorem in [6]. It will follow 
from a series of three Propositions. The first two of these, Propositions 3.1 and 3.2, have as 
their goal proving that the mod p cohomology of X is a free commutative algebra. Once this 
is established, then a simple argument yields Proposition 3.3, which states essentially that all 
of the loop spaces of X also must have free commutative modp cohomology. The Main 
Theorem then follows easily. The bulk of the work occurs in the proof of Proposition 3.1, 
which shows that a certain sub-Hopf algebra of the modp cohomology of X is a free 
commutative algebra. 
Recall that an element x E H*(X; Z/p) is called H,“-primitive if h*(a”x) = 0, and 
that the algebra generated by H,“-primitive elements is a sub-Hopf algebra of H*(X; Z/p). 
The strategy used in the proof of Proposition 3.1 is to show that the vanishing of certain 
pth powers in H*(X; Z/p) implies the vanishing of some particular high excess Steenrod 
operations in H*(P,X; Z/p), which in turn imply the nontriviality of certain Dyer-Lashof 
operations in H,(X; Z/p). The nonvanishing Dyer-Lashof operations that are found 
will detect torsion 
possible. Therefore, 
erroneous. 
in the integral homology of X, which is assumed not to be 
the assumption that these pth powers were trivial must have been 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose X is an inJnite loop space whose integral homology is p-torsion 
free. Then the sub-Hopf algebra of H*(X; Z/p) g enerated by the H,“-primitive elements is 
a free commutative algebra. 
In order to prove the Proposition, it suffices to show that every H,“-primitive element of 
H’“‘“(X; Z/p) has infinite height. Since the pth power of an H,“-primitive element is 
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H,“‘-primitive, it suffices to show that the pth power of every even degree H,“-primitive 
element is nonzero. This will be done using an inductive argument. 
Let r and s be nonnegative integers. Define a function C#I(I, s)by the recursive formula 
c#~(r, s) = p * c$(r - 1,s) - 1. 
Then it is straightforward to see that any positive integer can be expressed uniquely as 
q5(r, s) if we restrict s to positive integers not equivalent o - 1 mod p. There is also a useful 
alternative definition which is easy to verify 
&r, s) = &r, s - 1) + p’. 
From this it is evident that a nonrecursive definition of qS(r, s) is 
4(r, s) = sp’ - 5. 
(9) 
Assuming s is not equivalent o - 1 modp, it will be shown by upward induction on 
r that the pth power map is manic on the H,“-primitives of H29(*,s)(X; Z/p). Let 
x E H24(rqs)(X; Z/p) be an H,“-primitive element, and assume that xp = 0. This will be 
shown to lead to a contradiction to the hypothesis that H*(X; Z,,,) is free of p-torsion. 
Assume by induction that the pth power map is manic on the H,“-primitives of 
H’@(‘*‘)(X; Z/p) for all 0 < t < r and all s. 
Using the basic cofibration sequence (6) from the previous section, choose an element 
X E H24”3”‘(PPX; Z/p) for which i (2) = cPx. The assumption that x is H,“-primitive is 
precisely the condition we need in order to find such an element X. Then Theorem 2.1 
implies the following formulas, which hold in H2p~(r~s)‘2pr(p-1)(PpX; Z/p): 
g&(r*s+ 1) - - x - u1 ~j*(omQ”pr~p_l~_l~) modFP’+2 
/?P~(*~s+l)X = u2 ~j*(amQ”p,~p_l~x) modFP’+2. 
(11) 
A contradiction will be reached if it is shown that 
P4(r*s+1)X = Omod(M, + M+)uF~~+~ 
(12) 
This also follows by the results of [2] (see the comments following Theorem 2.1), since the 
elementsofa”~p~~p_l,_lxand am0 p,Cp_ 1Ix, connected by the cohomology Bockstein, will 
then be in the image of h* (modulo elements which can be ignored). This in turn implies the 
existence of two nontrivial Dyer-Lashof operations in H,(X; Z/p) connected by a homol- 
ogy Bockstein, which cannot happen due to the hypotheses on X. 
The Adem relations will be used to prove C@(‘,‘+ “X = 0. Specifically, the relation of 
interest is 
pr- 1 
,gi~~*y#(*.s) = C ai~cb(r.~+l)-iyi (13) 
i=O 
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where the constants ai E Z/p are certain binomial coefficients. The only one which will be 
explicitly needed is 
(P - lM(r, 4 - 1 ao = ( Pr ) 
( de + 194 - dJ(r, 4 = P’ ) 
$(r + LO) + sp’+l - c$(r, 0) - sp’ = 
( P’ ) 
( Sp’+’ - (s + 1)p’ = Pr ) 
= -(s + 1)modp. (14) 
Because s is assumed to be not equal to - 1 modulop, a0 is nonzero. 
The next step is to show that B’x = 0 in H* (X; Z/p) for 0 < i < pr- ‘. This will be where 
the inductive hypothesis is used. Note that when r = 0 the statement 9”~ = 0 for 
0 < i 6 pr- ’ is empty, hence no verification is needed to begin the induction. It suffices to 
show +““x = 0 for 0 < m < r - 1, since these are the corresponding indecomposable 
operations. The element BP’“x is H,“-primitive, and its degree is 2c$(r, s) + 2p”(p - 1) = 
2c$(m, q5(r - m, s) + p - 1). Therefore the inductive hypothesis implies that the pth power of 
BP”’ x is nonzero if Bpm x # 0. But it is well known that (Yp” x)” = 9’pm’1 (xp), which is zero, 
by assumption. Hence it must be the case that Ypmx is also zero. 
Since 0 = rF’9’i~ = i* (pi%), it must be the case that S’X is in the image of j*. Suppose 
Y”X = j*(y), for some y E H*(CCmc m,pX; Z/p). The degree of y is 2c$(r, s) + 2i(p - 1). 
Since y is an element of the cohomology of the suspension spectrum of the suspension of 
a space, the unstable condition implies 9’“~ is zero if n is greater than or equal to 
qb(r, s) + i(p - 1). Compare this to c$(r, s + 1) - i; since 
fj(r, s + 1) - i = 4(r, s) + pr - i 
= g5(r, s) + i(p - 1) + p(prel - i) (15) 
we may conclude that 9’@br*s+1)-iy = 0 if 0 < i 6 p’-‘. Now, calculate 
=0 whenO<i<p*-‘. (16) 
Using the Adem relation (13) together with (16), there is significant simplification, and 
what remains is 
_ (s + 1)cy9hs+1)g = gaP'gG('J)-y. (17) 
In order to complete the proof of the Proposition, by (12) and (17) it remains to show that 
Pp’~d(r*s)X = 0 mod(M, + M+)u Fpri2. (18) 
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Recall the original assumption that xp = 0. This implies 
i* (94 ‘r.s’.q = y$ v.sy i* 2) 
= aa;g34(rJ) 
X 
= (T”(xP) 
= 0. (19) 
Therefore .c?@(‘~~)X is in the image of j*. 
There must be elements z, E H*(X; Z/p) for which 
P@(r*S)% = f j*((T”e.,p_l,_lz,)modM, + M+. 
II=1 
(20) 
By induction it will be shown that enough of the elements z, are zero so that, in fact, 
@(*.‘)X = f j*(~OOQpr+,k(p_l,_lzp~+lk)modM, + M, 
n=l 
= 0 mod(M, + M+)uFPr+‘. (21) 
To ground the induction, a routine calculation shows that z, can have integral degree only if 
n = pk for some k, in which case 
Iz,I = 24(r, s) - Wp - 1). (22) 
By induction, assume 
Ppd(rss’X = f j*(tsmQ"ptk(p-l,- ,zptk) modM, + M+ (23) 
k=l 
for some 1 d t < r. In this case the degree of zptk is given by 
[Zp’kl = @(r, S) - pf-lk(p - 1). (24) 
The strategy here will be to apply the operation LP’-’ to both sides of eq. (23). The resulting 
left-hand side will be shown to be zero, and via a partial computation of the right-hand side 
this will force zpfk to be zero unless p 1 k. 
For the left-hand side the following Adem relation will be needed: 
pr-* 
p- ’ gb(IJ) = C bip4(t- l.pb(*--f.s)l -ipi. 
i=O 
The first coefficient b. may be computed explicitly, 
b. = ( (P - lM(r, s) - 1 P f-l 1 
= 4Vr+Ls)-44rTs) ( P i-l > 
( 
,pr+ l - (s + l)pr = 
P 
t-1 
> 
(25) 
=0 modp 
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because t - 1 < r. Therefore, one obtains the slightly simpler looking relation 
p’-2 
.Y’p t~‘@(r.s) = i;l bi~~(‘-l.Pg(‘-‘.s))-‘9’. (27) 
It has already been shown that 9’2 is in the image of j* for each i above, since 
1 Q i < p’-2 6 p’-Z. Thus, in order to prove Ypt-’ Y6c’*s) - . x IS zero, it suffices (as before) to 
check that $~(t - l,pd(r - t, s)) - i is less than or equal to c$(r, s) + i(p - 1) 
4(t - 1, &(r - t, s)) - i = 4(r, s) + ptm’ - i 
= 4(r, s) + i(p - 1) + p(p’-’ - i). (28) 
The criterion is met, and this together with (25) implies LYP’-’ ?@“~“‘X = 0. 
Combining this with eq. (23) gives 
,F, j*(@‘.F~’ Q”ptko_ r,_rzptk) = 0 mod M, + M,. (29) 
The left hand side can be computed using the Nishida relations (Proposition 2.2); the 
specific relation which is used is 
pf-Z 
,Pypy(p_l)_lZplk = 241. j& CjQ”(pck+2pf-‘-Zpj)(p-l)- 1 @Zptk (30) 
where the cj are certain binomial coefficients. Only the coefficient co is explicitly needed; it is 
co = 
i p’k(p - 2 1) - 2 ( 4(r,s)-’ ‘-i/Q 2 - +(P-1) 1) 
P 
r-1 
i 
‘-‘k(p - 4(r+1,s)-d4r,s)+p 2 1) 
= 
P 
t-1 
r 
( sJ.f+ l - (s + 1)p’ + 4k(p' - pf-1) = P t-1 > 
= -flz modp. (31) 
The last line follows since t < r. The coefficient co is therefore nonzero whenever k is not 
divisible by p. The terms Yjzptk in the expansion above are in differing degrees for distinct 
pairs (j, k), as we may see explicitly computing 
lzptkl = 24(r, s) - P ‘-‘k(p - 1) 
pT’jZptk 1 = 2&r, s) - pf-‘k(p - 1) + 2j(p - 1) 
(32) 
using the fact that j d ptm2. 
Because co is nonzero whenever k is not divisible by p, eqs (29) and (30) imply that 
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will be a nonzero element of kerj* = im h* modulo M, + M, if zptk is nonzero for some 
k not divisible by p. Combining this with the main results of [2], we can then find nontrivial 
Dyer-Lashof operations in H,(X; Z/p) which are connected by the Bockstein operation. 
This would contradict the hypotheses on X. Hence, all such zptk must be zero, and the 
induction is complete. We may now conclude that ?@(*,‘)X = Omod (M, + M +)u Fp’+‘. 
Since the vector space (M, + M+)u Fp’+’ is closed under the action of the reduced 
power operations, eq. (18) is also satisfied, and hence the proof of the proposition is 
complete. 0 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Suppose X is an injinite loop space whose integral homology is p-torsion 
free. Then the modp cohomology of X is a free commutative algebra. 
First, it will be shown that the even degree Hopf algebra primitives of H*(X; Z/p) all 
have infinite height. Suppose x E PH2k(X; Z/p). Then 
h*(a”x) = ace “T1 an&n(p-l)-lyn + bnQ”n(p-i+n 
L ) 
, (34) 
where y, E Hodd(X; Z/p), z, E ,‘“‘“(X; Z/p) an a,, b, are undetermined nonzero coeffi- d 
cients. If the right-hand side above is zero, then x is an H,“-primitive, and hence has infinite 
height. So assume that the right-hand side is nonzero, 0 = xp = Bkx, and that the degree of 
x is the smallest in which the pth power of a Hopf algebra primitive element is zero. Then 
the formula above together with the Nishida relations yield 
0 = h*(a”P’x) = 8’ 
The only way the right-hand side of this equation can be zero is if all of the z, are zero by the 
assumption of the choice of x. Therefore, at least one of the y. must be nonzero. In that case, 
the torsion-free assumption of the homology of X implies 
0 = h*(a”/3x) = cP 
=CT (36) 
This is a contradiction, since the a, are all nonzero and at least one of the y, is nonzero. 
Hence, it may be concluded that the sub-Hopf algebra of H*(X; Z/p) generated by the even 
degree Hopf algebra primitive elements is a free commutative algebra. 
Proposition 7.21 of Milnor and Moore’s paper [S] implies that the Hopf algebra 
H*(X; Z/p) splits as a tensor product of Hopf algebra 
H*(X; Z/p) r E @ H*(X; Z/p)/E (37) 
where E is an exterior algebra on odd degree generators, and H*(X; Z/p)//E is even 
dimensional. Furthermore, by the results above, the primitives of H*(X; Z/p) //E must have 
infinite height. We will show that every element of H*(X; Z/p)//E has infinite height. 
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Suppose that there is an element w E H*(X; Z/p)//E for which wp = 0. Then it must be 
that w is not primitive, so that 
d(w)=l@w+w@l+~w;@w; (38) 
where w{ and w; are nonzero for at least one i. Choose w so that it is in the lowest degree in 
which the pth power map is trivial. Then 
0 = d(wP) = (10 w + w @ 1 + c w; 0 WY)” 
This is impossible since the elements w; and w:’ have nonzero pth powers. Therefore 
H*(X; Z/p)/E is a polynomial algebra, and the proposition is proved. 
For the next Proposition, we need to consider connective covers of X. Recall that the 
k-connected cover, X(k), of X is defined to be the space obtained from X by killing the 
homotopy groups in degrees k and below. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Suppose X is an infinite loop space whose integral homology is p-torsion 
free. Then the integral homology of R”X(n - 1) is also p-torsion free. 
The proof proceeds by upward induction on n. The case n = 0 is just the assumption 
that X has p-torsion-free homology. Assume by induction that the integral homology of 
CP-‘X(n - 2) is p-torsion free. Then the O-component R”-‘X(n - 1) must also have 
p-torsion-free homology. By Proposition 3.2, the modp cohomology of R”-‘X(n - 1) is 
a free commutative algebra. It is a routine verification using the Eilenberg-Moore spectral 
sequence that a connected H-space with p-torsion free homology whose mod p cohomology 
is a free commutative algebra has its loop space also free of p-torsion in homology (the only 
way new torsion could arise would be from truncations of even degree elements). Thus, the 
proposition is proved. 
It is now routine to verify the Main Theorem. Since the nth homotopy group of X is 
defined by n,(X) = q,(R”X(n - l)), it follows from Proposition 3.3 and the Hurewicz 
Theorem. 
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